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Valuing roles gives you practical advice on how to determine employee worth as well as how to structure and implement approaches that recognize it. The book highlights the benefits and risks of the different approaches your organization can use putting job evaluation into perspective and demonstrating how it links to other people pay related processes systems and policies ensuring a transparent framework for talent management. Written by two highly experienced practitioners, Michael Armstrong and Ann Cummings, the book thoroughly examines the why and how behind the concept giving you advice and techniques to help you to measure the relative value of people. A practical methodology for ensuring fair and equitable outcomes at all levels in your organization and highly topical coverage of critical issues including equal pay and market pricing. Valuing roles uses the latest research on this hugely important topic including an analysis of a 2007 job evaluation survey carried out by E-Reward. The theory is supported by a wide range of international case studies as well as checklists, templates, and flowcharts to help you determine the relative worth of jobs or individuals in your organization.

Issues in genitourinary medicine 2011 edition is a ScholarlyEditions ebook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Genitourinary Medicine. The editors have built issues in genitourinary medicine 2011 edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyEditions you can expect the information about Genitourinary Medicine in this ebook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant.

The content of issues in Genitourinary Medicine 2011 edition has been produced by the world's leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at ScholarlyEditions.com now with additional reviews, updates throughout on reporting procedures, protocols, and safety offers detailed instructions on the dissection description and sampling of specimens and explains the application of pathology reports to patient management. The book thoroughly examines the why and how behind the concept giving you advice and techniques to help you to measure the relative value of people. A practical methodology for ensuring fair and equitable outcomes at all levels in your organization and highly topical coverage of critical issues including equal pay and market pricing. Valuing roles uses the latest research on this hugely important topic including an analysis of a 2007 job evaluation survey carried out by E-Reward. The theory is supported by a wide range of international case studies as well as checklists, templates, and flowcharts to help you determine the relative worth of jobs or individuals in your organization.
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Changes and much more examines the specimens from every organ and system as well as bullets medical devices and foreign materials includes a new chapter on occupational hazards for pathologists ranging from visual and musculoskeletal problems to exposure and prevention of workplace acquired infection and cancer knowledge about the etiology and diagnosis as well as treatment concepts of neoplastic diseases is rapidly growing this turnover of knowledge makes it difficult for the physician engaged in the treatment to keep up to date with current therapies this book sets out to close the gap and pursues several innovative concepts as a comprehensive text on neuro oncology its chapters are interconnected but at the same time some chapters or subdivisions are so thoroughly assembled that the whole volume gives the impression of several books combined into one neuropathology is treated in an extensive and clearly structured section the intended reader is each tumor entity the latest well referenced consensus regaing histologic and molecular pathology through this book in the book concept information on neuropathology is readily at hand in a concise form and without loading the single chapters pediatric neuro oncology differs in many entities from tumors in adult patients also certain tumors of the CNS are typically or mainly found only in the child therefore pediatric neuro oncology was granted its own book like section tumor entities that are treated differently in children and adults are included both in the pediatric neuro oncology section and in the general section entities that typically occur only in the child and adolescent are found in the pediatric section in order to avoid redundancies a practical approach to pathology of the prostate with integrated algorithms using classic histopathology representative images and relevant immunohistochemistry dr samir tanjea consulting editor is stepping into the guest editor role for this issue of urologic clinics devoted to prostate cancer he has assembled top experts to address the latest advances in the diagnosis and treatment of prostate cancer articles are devoted to the following topics whom to biopsy pre diagnostic risk stratification with biomarkers and risk calculators how to biopsy transperineal vs transrectal saturation vs targeted what s the evidence pre diagnostic risk and assessment with imaging and image guided biopsy whom to treat post diagnostic risk assessment with gleason score risk models and genomic classifier strategies for staging and utilization of imaging contemporary active surveillance candidate selection follow up tools and expected outcomes focal ablation of early stage prostate cancer candidate selection treatment guidance and assessment of outcome extent of lymphadenectomy at time of prostatectomy an evidence based approach how to radiate the prostate hypofractionation stereotactic body radiation therapy and conventional intensity modulated radiotherapy managing relapse after surgical therapy adjuvant vs salvage therapy newly diagnosed metastatic prostate cancer has the paradigm changed role of local therapy in oligometastatic prostate cancer should we expect cure approaching the high risk patient and castration resistant prostate cancer an algorithmic approach readers will come away with state of the art information on strategies for diagnosing treating and managing prostate cancer central nervous system in this issue of surgical pathology clinics guest editor dr ming zhou brings his considerable expertise to the topic of genitourinary pathology top experts in the field cover key topics such as prostate cancer update on grading and reporting cribriform lesions of the prostate urothelial carcinoma divergent differentiation and variants kidney tumors new developments in existing who kidney tumor entities and more contains 13 relevant practice oriented topics including testicular tumors new developments in germ cell tumors and sex cord stromal tumors computational pathology in genitourinary pathology molecular genetics of prostate cancer and role of genomic testing evolving role of multiparametric mri in prostate cancer diagnosis and reporting and more provides in depth clinical reviews on current topics in genitourinary pathology offering actionable insights for clinical practice presents the latest information on this timely focused topic under the leadership of experienced editors in the field authors synthesize and distill the latest research and practice guidelines to create clinically significant topic based reviews pathology of human disease bridges traditional morphologic and clinical pathology molecular pathology and the underlying basic science fields of cell biology genetics and molecular biology which have opened up a new era of research in pathology and underlie the molecular basis of human disease the work spans more than 48 different biological and medical fields in five basic sections human organ systems molecular pathology basic mechanisms of diseases animal models other model systems experimental pathology clinical pathology each article provides a comprehensive overview of the selected topic to inform a broad spectrum of readers from research professionals to advanced undergraduate students reviews quantitative advances in the imaging and molecular analysis of human tissue new microarray technologies for analysis of genetic and chromosomal alterations in normal and diseased cells and tissues and new transgenic models of human disease using conditional tissue specific gene targeting articles link through to relevant virtual microscopy slides illustrating side by side presentation of normal and disease anatomy and histology images fully annotated with many supplementary full color images graphs tables and video files linked to data sets and to live 2023-10-29


2023-10-29
ILLUSTRATIONS THAT DEMONSTRATE THE GROSS APPEARANCE OF COMMON PATHOLOGIC LESIONS AND MORE THAN 150 TABLES THAT EXAMINE THE INTERPRETATION OF HISTOCHEMICAL STAINS IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ELECTRON MICROSCOPY FINDINGS CYTOGENETIC CHANGES AND MUCH MORE EXAMINES THE SPECIMENS FROM EVERY ORGAN AND SYSTEM AS WELL AS BULLETS MEDICAL DEVICES AND FOREIGN MATERIALS INCLUDES A NEW CHAPTER ON OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS FOR PATHOLOGISTS RANGING FROM VISUAL AND MUSCULOSKELETAL PROBLEMS TO EXPOSURE AND PREVENTION OF WORKPLACE ACQUIRED INFECTION AND CANCER

ADVANCES OF RADIOIMAGES AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS WITH CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TUMORS 2023-02-27 KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE ETIOLOGY AND DIAGNOSIS AS WELL AS TREATMENT CONCEPTS OF NEURO ONCOLOGIC DISEASES IS RAPIDLY GROWING THIS TURNOVER OF KNOWLEDGE MAKES IT DIF CULT FOR THE PHYSICIAN ENGAGED IN THE TREATMENT TO KEEP UP TO DATE WITH CURRENT THERAPIES THIS BOOK SETS OUT TO CLOSE THE GAP AND PURSUES SEVERAL INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS AS A COMPREHENSIVE TEXT ON NEURO ONCOLOGY ITS CHAPTERS ARE INTERCONNECTED BUT AT THE SAME TIME SOME CHAPTERS OR SUBDIVISIONS ARE SO THOROUGHLY ASSEMBLED THAT THE WHOLE VOLUME GIVES THE IMPRESSION OF SEVERAL BOOKS COMBINED INTO ONE NEUROPATHOLOGY IS TREATED IN AN EXTENSIVE AND CLEARLY STRUCTURED SECTION THE INT ESTED READER FINDS FOR EACH TUMOR ENTITY THE LATEST WELL REFERENCED CONSENSUS REGARDING HISTOLOGIC AND MOLECULAR PATHOLOGY THROUGH THIS BOOK IN THE BOOK CONCEPT INFORMATION ON NEUROPATHOLOGY IS READILY AT HAND IN A CONCISE FORM AND WITHOUT LOADING THE SINGLE CHAPTERS PEDIATRIC NEURO ONCOLOGY DIFFERS IN MANY ENTITIES FROM TUMORS IN ADULT PATIENTS ALSO CERTAIN TUMORS OF THE CNS ARE TYPICALLY OR MAINLY FOUND ONLY IN THE CHILD THEREFORE PEDIATRIC NEURO ONCOLOGY WAS GRANTED ITS OWN BOOK LIKE SECTION TUMOR ENTITIES THAT ARE TREATED DIFFERENTLY IN CHILDREN AND ADULTS ARE INCLUDED BOTH IN THE PEDIATRIC NEURO ONCOLOGY SECTION AND IN THE GENERAL SECTION ENTITIES THAT TYPICALLY OCCUR ONLY IN THE CHILD AND ADOLESCENT ARE FOUND IN THE PEDIATRIC SECTION IN ORDER TO AVOID REDUNDANCIES

ONCOLOGY OF CNS TUMORS 2010-02-03 A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO PATHOLOGY OF THE PROSTATE WITH INTEGRATED ALGORITHMS USING CLASSIC HISTOPATHOLOGY REPRESENTATIVE IMAGES AND RELEVANT IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY

PATHOLOGY OF THE PROSTATE 2017-11-30 DR. SAMIR TANEJA CONSULTING EDITOR IS STEPPING INTO THE GUEST EDITOR ROLE FOR THIS ISSUE OF UROLOGIC CLINICS DEVOTED TO PROSTATE CANCER HE HAS ASSEMBLED TOP EXPERTS TO ADDRESS THE LATEST ADVANCES IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF PROSTATE CANCER ARTICLES ARE DEVOTED TO THE FOLLOWING TOPICS WHOM TO BIOPSY PRE DIAGNOSTIC RISK STRATIFICATION WITH BIOMARKERS NOMOGRAMS AND RISK CALCULATORS HOW TO BIOPSY TRANSPERINEAL VS TRANRECTAL SATURATION VS TARGETED WHAT S THE EVIDENCE PRE DIAGNOSTIC RISK AND ASSESSMENT WITH IMAGING AND IMAGE GUIDED BIOPSY WHOM TO TREAT POST DIAGNOSTIC RISK ASSESSMENT WITH GLEASON SCORE RISK MODELS AND GENOMIC CLASSIFIER STRATEGIES FOR STAGING AND UTILIZATION OF IMAGING CONTEMPORARY ACTIVE SURVEILLANCE CANDIDATE SELECTION FOLLOW UP TOOLS AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES FOCAL ABLATION OF EARLY STAGE PROSTATE CANCER CANDIDATE SELECTION TREATMENT GUIDANCE AND ASSESSMENT OF OUTCOME EXTENT OF LYMPHADENECTOMY AT TIME OF PROSTATECTOMY AN EVIDENCE BASED APPROACH HOW TO RADIATE THE PROSTATE HYPOFRACTIONATION STEROTACTIC BODY RADIATION THERAPY AND CONVENTIONAL INTENSITY MODULATED RADIOTHERAPY MANAGING RELAPSE AFTER SURGICAL THERAPY ADJUVANT VS SALVAGE THERAPY NEWLY DIAGNOSED METASTATIC PROSTATE CANCER HAS THE PARADIGM CHANGED ROLE OF LOCAL THERAPY IN OLIGOMETASTATIC PROSTATE CANCER SHOULD WE EXPECT CURE APPROACHING THE HIGH RISK PATIENT AND CASTRATION RESISTANT PROSTATE CANCER AN ALGORITHMIC APPROACH READERS WILL COME AWAY WITH STATE OF THE ART INFORMATION ON STRATEGIES FOR DIAGNOSING TREATING AND MANAGING PROSTATE CANCER

PROSTATE CANCER, AN ISSUE OF UROLOGIC CLINICS, E-BOOK 2017-11-06 DR. SAMIR TANEJA CONSULTING EDITOR IS STEPPING INTO THE GUEST EDITOR ROLE FOR THIS ISSUE OF UROLOGIC CLINICS DEVOTED TO PROSTATE CANCER HE HAS ASSEMBLED TOP EXPERTS TO ADDRESS THE LATEST ADVANCES IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF PROSTATE CANCER ARTICLES ARE DEVOTED TO THE FOLLOWING TOPICS WHOM TO BIOPSY PRE DIAGNOSTIC RISK STRATIFICATION WITH BIOMARKERS NOMOGRAMS AND RISK CALCULATORS HOW TO BIOPSY TRANSPERINEAL VS TRANRECTAL SATURATION VS TARGETED WHAT S THE EVIDENCE PRE DIAGNOSTIC RISK AND ASSESSMENT WITH IMAGING AND IMAGE GUIDED BIOPSY WHOM TO TREAT POST DIAGNOSTIC RISK ASSESSMENT WITH GLEASON SCORE RISK MODELS AND GENOMIC CLASSIFIER STRATEGIES FOR STAGING AND UTILIZATION OF IMAGING CONTEMPORARY ACTIVE SURVEILLANCE CANDIDATE SELECTION FOLLOW UP TOOLS AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES FOCAL ABLATION OF EARLY STAGE PROSTATE CANCER CANDIDATE SELECTION TREATMENT GUIDANCE AND ASSESSMENT OF OUTCOME EXTENT OF LYMPHADENECTOMY AT TIME OF PROSTATECTOMY AN EVIDENCE BASED APPROACH HOW TO RADIATE THE PROSTATE HYPOFRACTIONATION STEROTACTIC BODY RADIATION THERAPY AND CONVENTIONAL INTENSITY MODULATED RADIOTHERAPY MANAGING RELAPSE AFTER SURGICAL THERAPY ADJUVANT VS SALVAGE THERAPY NEWLY DIAGNOSED METASTATIC PROSTATE CANCER

COMPREHENSIVE TEXTBOOK OF CLINICAL RADIOLOGY VOLUME II: CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 2023-05-15 IN THIS ISSUE OF SURGICAL PATHOLOGY CLINICS GUEST EDITOR DR. MING ZHOU BRINGS HIS CONSIDERABLE EXPERTISE TO THE TOPIC OF GENITOURINARY PATHOLOGY TOP EXPERTS IN THE FIELD COVER KEY TOPICS SUCH AS PROSTATE CANCER UPDATE ON GRADING AND REPORTING CRIBRIFORM LESIONS OF THE PROSTATE UROTHELIAL CARCINOMA DIVERTICULAR DIFFERENTIATION AND VARIANT KIDNEY TUMORS NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN EXISTING WHO KIDNEY TUMOR ENTITIES AND MORE CONTAINS 13 RELEVANT PRACTICE ORIENTED TOPICS INCLUDING TESTICULAR TUMORS NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN GERM CELL TUMORS AND SEX CORD STROMAL TUMORS COMPUTATIONAL PATHOLOGY IN GENITOURINARY PATHOLOGY MOLECULAR GENETICS OF PROSTATE CANCER AND ROLE OF GENOMIC TESTING EVOLVING ROLE OF MULTIPARAMETRIC MRI IN PROSTATE CANCER DIAGNOSIS AND REPORTING AND MORE PROVIDES IN DEPTH CLINICAL REVIEWS ON CURRENT TOPICS IN GENITOURINARY PATHOLOGY OFFERING ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE PRESENTS THE LATEST INFORMATION ON THIS TIMELY FOCUSED TOPIC UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF EXPERIENCED EDITORS IN THE FIELD AUTHORS SYNTHESIZE AND DISTILL THE LATEST RESEARCH AND PRACTICE GUIDELINES TO CREATE CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT TOPIC BASED REVIEWS
TEXTILE ASIA 2006 Pathobiology of human disease bridges traditional morphologic and clinical pathology molecular pathology and the underlying basic science fields of cell biology genetics and molecular biology which have opened up a new era of research in pathology and underlie the molecular basis of human disease the work spans more than 48 different biological and medical fields in five basic sections human organ systems molecular pathology basic mechanisms of diseases animal models other model systems experimental pathology clinical pathology each article provides a comprehensive overview of the selected topic to inform a broad spectrum of readers from research professionals to advanced undergraduate students reviews quantitative advances in the imaging and molecular analysis of human tissue new microarray technologies for analysis of genetic and chromosomal alterations in normal and diseased cells and tissues and new transgenic models of human disease using conditional tissue specific gene targeting articles link through to relevant virtual microscopy slides illustrating side by side presentation of normal and disease anatomy and histology images fully annotated with many supplementary full color images graphs tables and video files linked to data sets and to live references enabling researchers to delve deeper and visualize solutions

Genitourinary Pathology, An Issue of Surgical Pathology Clinics, E-Book 2022-11-09 Managing urologic cancer by preserving as opposed to removing affected tissue is rapidly becoming the favoured choice for urologists and oncologists discover all available options and how to achieve the best possible patient management with this expert guide to the area the editor Mark Schoenberg is an internationally renown expert in this exciting new area and has recruited an outstanding team featuring some of the leading urologists oncologists in north america and europe to assist him

Annual Report 2006 As a truly translational area of biomedical investigation epilepsy research spans an extraordinary breadth of subjects and involves virtually every tool that modern neuroscience has at its disposal the encyclopedia of basic epilepsy research provides an up to date comprehensive reference for all epilepsy researchers with an expert list of authors the encyclopedia covers the full spectrum of research activities from genes and molecules to animal models and human patients the encyclopedia’s electronic format also provides unparalleled access to frequent updates and additions while the limited edition print version provides another option for owning this content the encyclopedia of basic epilepsy research is an essential resource for researchers of all levels and clinicians who study epilepsy the only comprehensive reference for basic research and current activities in epilepsy electronic format provides fast and easy access to updates and additions with limited print version available as well contains over 85 articles all written by experts in epilepsy research

Pathobiology of Human Disease 2014-08-01 Since the first edition of this book in 2012 the field of molecular pathology has expanded exponentially the advent of complete cancer genome sequencing new diagnostic molecular tests and biomarkers for targeted therapy and immunotherapy have demonstrated the importance of molecular tools both in patient care and in the practice of pathology furthermore the development of many new molecular technologies has revolutionized the practice of modern pathology the rapid growth of this field has led to an expansion of knowledge of molecular processes and many more clinical applications in our daily practice of surgical pathology thus this updated second edition of molecular surgical pathology aims to serve as the best available quick reference for pathologists oncologists geneticists primary care physicians and other medical professionals with an interest in this specialty molecular surgical pathology 2nd edition focuses on the practical utility of molecular techniques and on molecular biomarkers for the practicing surgical pathologist the emphasis is on the impact of molecular pathology for tumor classification diagnosis and differential diagnosis as well as its implications for patient management and personalized care this concise overview of molecular surgical pathology and molecular classification of tumors of different organ sites will help not only practicing physicians but also those in training including residents and fellows in various disciplines

Management of Urologic Cancer 2017-06-08 Management of human resources in secretariat general of the Indonesian house of representatives

Marketing Research Report 1952 A unique clinically relevant approach grouping images according to basic patterns irrespective of underlying etiology to accentuate differential diagnostic features

Encyclopedia of Basic Epilepsy Research 2009-05-27 Assessment and grading in classrooms is particularly geared to the needs of classroom teachers emphasizing sound approaches to gathering both formative and summative information about student achievement of classroom learning targets interpreting standardized tests for classroom purposes and using information from multiple sources to help students learn classroom examples and stories breathe life into the concepts presented in the text

Molecular Surgical Pathology 2023-10-31 Inhaltsangabe einleitung der hintergrund aller bem hungen die entgeltpolitik zu optimieren ist die wettbewerbsfit hheit der unternehmung zu steigern weitere gr nde r den handlungsbedarf bei lohn und gehaltssystemen sind die mittlerweile schwere sanierbarkeit der alten strukturen die mitarbeiterunzufriedenheit trotz hoher lohn und gehaltsniveaus und oft kn nen sich unternehmen ihr lohn und gehaltssystem aufgrund des zunehmenden konkurrenzdrrucks
UND DER FALLENDEN PREISE NICHT MEHR LEISTEN DAS EINSTELLEN VON MITARBEITERN ZU JEDEM PREIS HÄR SCHNELL ZU EINEM VERZERRTEN GEHALTSSYSTEM UND SOMIT ZUM WILDWUCHS BEI DEN PERSONALKOSTEN WIE FLEXIBEL MAN SEIN KANN HÄR NGT AUCH VON DER ANZAHL DER ANSATZPUNKTE AB. IMMERDURCH HAT IN DER UNTERNEHMENSPRAXIS GEHT DER TREND WEG VON DEN EINHEITLICHEN VERGÜTUNGSREGELUNGEN HIN ZU INNOVATIVEN UND KREATIVEN SYSTEMEN VOR ALLEM DIE EINFÜHRUNG VON SYSTEMEN WIE LEISTUNGSORIENTIERTE VERGÜTUNG TUNG STOCK OPTIONS MODELLE ODER ERFOLGSBONI STELLEN IN DER PRAXIS MEIST EINEN KOMPLEXEN PROZESS DAR. DAS UNIVERSALMODELL HAT AUSGEDIENT UND DIE ENTGELTSYSTEME WEISEN EINE ZUNEHMENDE HETEROGENITÄT T AUF. DIESER VIENZAHL DER ENTGELTSYSTEME WIRD WEITER ZUNEHMEN UM DEN INDIVIDUALISIERUNGSTENDENZEN RECHNUNG ZU TRAGEN UND SICH AN DEN BEDRÜCKEN DEN MITARBEITER AUSZURICHEN TROTTZ TERSER WANDERTELSUNGSGEISTIGUNGEN DER ENTGELTSYSTEME SOLLTE EINE VERGLEICHERBARKEIT MIT DEM MARKT GEWÄHRT NICHT AUSGEDIENT SEIN DESHALB. CHT SEIT EINIGEN JAHREN EINE WEITERE SICHT DER VERGÜTUNGSPOLITIK IN DEN MITTELPUNKT DER ANSATZ DER TOTAL COMPENSATION ER STELLT AUF DEN GESAMTWERT ALLER LEISTUNGEN AB UND ERHÖHET EINEN GUTEN VERGLEICH MIT DEM MITBEWERB LAUT DER UNTERNEHMENSBERATUNG MERGER BAUTE DIE ALLGEMEINEN GEHALTSTRENDS AUF FOLGENDE UNTERNEHMENSSPEZIFISCHE TOTAL REWARD FAKTOREN INTERNATIONALE UND LOKALE MARKTVERGLEICH GEFAHRTE UNTERNEHMENSAUSPRÄGUNG QUÄTER VARIABLER VERGÜTUNG TUNG STRUKTUR VERGLEICHERBARKEIT UND TRANSPARENZ DER GEHALTSLITERATUR STELLEN DIE UNTERNEHMENSBERATUNGSFIRMA WENNER HAVRANEK ORTET AUF BETRIEBLICHER EBENE GRÖßERE FREIHEIT FÜR UNTERNEHMEN IN BEZUG AUF LEISTUNGSDIFFERENZIERUNG UND VERTEILOPTION UND SIEHT EINE DREHUNG DER EINKOMMENSKURVEN DURCH FUNKTIONALTÄTIGKEIT T VOR SENIORITÄT T AUF UNTERNEHMENSEBENE SEIET MAN EINE ETABLIERUNG FACHKARRIERE UND EINE DEZENTRALISIERUNG DES GEHALTSMANAGEMENTS UM DIE BEDINGUNGEN EINES GUTEN VERGÜTUNGSSYSTEMS ZU ERÖFFNEN sollten Unternehmen ihr Entgeltdesign regelmäßig auf den Prüfstand stellen.
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